Texas Methods Event
Friday, October 24, 2014

5.108 Batts Hall
University of Texas at Austin

9:45-10:15 Coffee

10:15 Welcome by Christopher Wlezien, University of Texas at Austin

10:30-12:15 On Robustness Testing
Presentation by Thomas Pluemper, University of Essex
Discussants:
Harold Clarke, University of Texas at Dallas, Chair
Stephen Jessee, University of Texas at Austin
Tse-Min Lin, University of Texas at Austin
Robert Luskin, University of Texas at Austin
Guy Whitten, Texas A&M University

12:15-1:30 Lunch

1:45-3:30 The Future of Political Methodology
Moderated by Marianne Stewart, University of Texas at Dallas
Participants:
Bethany Albertson, University of Texas at Austin
Zachary Elkins, University of Texas at Austin
Michael Findley, University of Texas at Austin
Thomas Pluemper, University of Essex
Randy Stevenson, Rice University